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Low-impact warriors
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Young athletes with arthritis refuse to give up an active lifestyle. They replace high-impact sports with ones that are easier on their joints.

Tasty pages

What’s new, RRC?
Free Flu Shots
RRC will be giving out free flu shots
to staff and students during November. Remember to bring you Manitoba Health Card.
Language Training Centre (room
410)
• Nov. 5 — 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Nov. 19 — 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Exchange District Campus (P107)
• Nov. 13 — 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
In 2014, about 700 staff and
students got a flu shot at a RRC
clinic. Make sure to check out other
locations across the province if you
can’t make it to one of these clinics.

Upcoming Counseling
Workshops

Workshop #3 — Study Skills
• Thursday, Nov. 12 from 4 to 5
p.m. in E109 at NDC
• Monday, Nov. 16 from 4 to 5
p.m. in A205 at EDC

Traditional Teachings at EDC
Join Elder Jules Lavallee in P312
from 2 to 3:30 p.m. on Nov. 3. You
will learn about the “Seven Natural
Healing Ways” as part of the Aboriginal Student Support & Community
Relations’ seven-week series.

Behind the
headlines

page 10

Flying high

News
New academic plan
Seasonal taxis

Workshop #1 — Test Anxiety
• Monday, Nov. 9 from 3 to 4 p.m.
in W411 in EDC

Arts & Culture

Workshop #2 — Test Anxiety
• Wednesday, Nov. 4 from 3 to 4
p.m. in E109 in NDC

Sports & Lifestyle

Higher Netflix price
Red Rising Magazine

#cometogether
CPR for RRC
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Bring your student ID and get
$5 off every Wednesday night!
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Put to work

RRC to roll out new academic plan by February
EVAN
MATTHEWS
BEAT REPORTER

When a college that’s known
for its hands-on learning takes
an in-depth look at academic
planning, you better believe it’ll
be thorough.
RRC is re-evaluating the direction
it’s heading in terms of the academic mission and vision. This
is according to Christine Crowe,
RRC’s vice president of academic affairs. The last time this was
reviewed was 2006.
“The academic plan is a strategic
document, and a living document,” said Crowe. “The plan
looks at the academic delivery
of our programs and student
outcomes.”
The college is actively looking
for feedback, said Crowe. They
are including companies from
industry in the consultation and
review, as well as RRC staff and
students.
Amber Adair, an RRC administrative assistant student, said
she thinks the college is already
doing a good job. Her instructors are always trying to better

“

the program and always ask for
student input.
“I think the skills I’m taught in
my program are applicable to
most industries,” said Adair. “I
just went back to work serving,
so I’m not even in an office
environment. I thought I did a
good job before, but because of
the hands-on customer service
training, I see everything from a
whole different perspective.”
Crowe said the college consistently evaluates its academic
procedures, making sure it’s on
the right track.
The review is really to ask what
outside forces are influencing
the college and what adjustments are needed due to changes from within the college, like
changes in technology.
“If there is a major change in
world economics—have we seen
a drop off in student enrollment?
Have we seen a demand in a
certain area of industry?” said
Crowe. “Whatever the case may
be, we should be adapting and
adopting new programming,
direction or new student services
as the need changes.”
Previous reviews of the academic
plan have been successful, said

WE AS A COLLEGE REALLY
BENEFIT FROM HAVING OUR
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS, BUT THAT ALSO
MEANS WE NEED TO
RECONSIDER HOW WE’RE
OFFERING PROGRAMS AND
SERVICES TO THOSE STUDENTS
— CHRISTINE CROWE,

”

RRC’s vice president of academic affairs

Crowe, including an infrastructure redesign to better accommodate international students.
“Right now there are about
1,000 international students at
Red River College,” said Crowe.
“That was a significant change
for us because all of these students come with different needs.
We as a college really benefit
from having our international students on campus, but that also
means we need to reconsider
how we’re offering programs and
services to those students.”
So far, RRC has gotten some
valuable feedback.
Over the summer, RRC met with
50 Manitoba employers and
community groups. The college
asked three questions: What
can we do more of, what should
we do less of, and what are our
opportunities?
“They were really insightful
responses in terms of how we
need to grow,” said Crowe.
“Some of them said things like,
‘Red River College tries to be
everything to everybody, and
it’s a real strength for them, but
we think there might need to be
more areas of focus or centres
of excellence they really specialize in.’ That’s an area we may
consider.”
Crowe said another area of
feedback was for the college to
continue doing applied research
and encourage students to take
part in such projects.
RRC hopes to have the full
academic plan complete and
launched by the end of February.
The full plan will be available via
the RRC website.
Adair said she agrees with RRC’s
stance on working with partners
in industry.
“I think hands-on research is
the key to testing the skills
you’ve learned,” said Adair. “Why
wouldn’t a student take part in
applied research to gain experience?”
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Anyone can submit content to The Projector, and Red River
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submit an article, photo, essay or graphic to the appropriate
section editor’s email. Though we consider all submissions,
due to space restrictions, The Projector cannot guarantee all
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To raise your chances of being published, letters should be
around 150 to 200 words long. The Projector reserves the right
to edit all submissions for length, as well as stylistic, grammatical and legal guidelines. The Projector also reserves the right
to reprint submissions at any time in both print and online
formats. The Projector will not publish content that it deems to
be racist, sexist or otherwise prejudiced.

ABOUT US

The college is updating their academic plan based on emerging student needs. College executives said the
new plan should be out by February. THE PROJECTOR/Emily Enns

The Projector is the official student newspaper of Red River
College and is published by the Red River College Students’
Association (RRCSA) every second Monday. Opinions expressed
in The Projector do not necessarily reflect those of the RRCSA
or Red River College. All material is herein copyrighted to The
Projector, its contributors and the RRCSA.
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No more cab crunch
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News
Briefs

112 temporary taxis to hit city streets for holiday season

COMPILED BY
ERIN
DEBOOY

We’re number one
RRC is climbing the ranks when it
comes to research.
Research Infosource released their
Canada’s Top 50 Research Colleges
2015 list and RRC crept up the scoreboard twice.
RRC is number one in the research
partnership growth category and
ranked eighth overall.
This is the third year in a row RRC has
placed in the top 10 of the annual
ranking.
RRC also increased its ranking in total number of research partnerships
from 12 to 6, and total number of
research projects from 15 to 11.

Remembrance at
the museum
More taxicabs will be on the road in Winnipeg starting Nov. 2. THE PROJECTOR/ Austin Grabish

AUSTIN
GRABISH
CONTRIBUTOR

There aren’t any Santa songs on the
airwaves yet, but taxi companies in
Winnipeg are already prepping for the
holiday rush.
The Taxicab Board has approved 112
seasonal business taxicab licences.
The extra cabs are set to stay on the
road until the end of next March.
The city’s largest two taxicab companies have snagged the bulk of the
licences with 54 going to Unicity and 41
to Duffy’s Taxi.
The remaining 17 licences are being
split between independent taxi companies and cabbies. Ten have been
specifically allocated for accessible
vehicles, giving those living with disabilities a few more transportation options.
Last year, there were only 95 seasonal
taxis in Winnipeg. There weren’t any devoted to accessible vehicles, according
to an October news release from the
Taxicab Board.
These seasonal licences are meant to
address the annual shortage of cabs in
the city around the holidays.
Winnipeggers have long complained
about the city’s taxicab shortage and
many have been part of a recent push
for cab-alternative Uber to come to
Winnipeg.
In an attempt to put the brakes on
Uber’s entrance to the city, Duffy’s and
Unicity joined forces in September to
create the Winnipeg Taxi Alliance.
“There’s an impression that there’s
been no expansion of the number of vehicles available for service, and that’s
not true,” said Taxicab Board chair
David Sanders.
It’s difficult to pinpoint the extent of any
shortage in the city, said Winnipeg Taxi
Alliance spokesperson Luc Lewandoski,

“

YOU CAN’T BUILD A TAXI
SECTOR NUMBER AROUND 2
A.M. ON NEW YEAR’S EVE THE
SAME WAY YOU CAN ON 6
A.M. MONDAY MORNING
— LUC LEWANDOSKI,

who spoke on behalf of both Unicity
and Duffy’s.
“It’s not an easy number to come
up with. You can’t build a taxi sector
number around 2 a.m. on New Year’s
Eve the same way you can on 6 a.m.
Monday morning,” said Lewandoski.
But it doesn’t take long to find complaints about cabs from Winnipeggers.
“Sometimes the cab drivers are rude,
but it’s hard also to catch a cab,” said
Lisa Reid, a computer applications
student. “There’s just not enough in
Winnipeg.”
Reid said she takes a cab at least once
a month. Not even halfway through the
semester, Reid said she was late to
class thanks to a cab that arrived 20
minutes late.
The temporary-licensed cabs will be on
the street 24 hours a day, Lewandoski
said, with drivers rotating shifts every
eight hours to help meet the demand.
“It’s the nature of the beast,” he said.
Regular drivers working extra shifts
and part-time cabbies with a Class 4
driver’s licence will staff the temporary
cabs.

”

Winnipeg Taxi Alliance

To the point
• Seasonal cabs active from
Nov. 2 to March 31, 2016
• Accessible taxicabs: 10 out
of 112
• Total number of operating
taxicabs: 570
• One cab for every 1,244
people
• There are 186 other types of
vehicles classed as taxicabs
		

- handicab vans

		

- buses

		

- limousines

The Canadian Museum for Human
Rights is planning a day of special
free events for Remembrance Day. On
Nov. 11 beginning at 1 p.m., guests
can spend the afternoon writing letters to veterans, which upon request
can be delivered to a local veteran’s
association. Guests can also participate in a forgiveness activity, Mend
a Broken Heart. The craft is meant to
teach the importance of forgiveness
by breaking a heart, then mending it
back together.
At 7 p.m., a special presentation
will be in the Stuart Clark Garden of
Contemplation. The presentation will
reflect on balancing ideas of remembrance and respect within the context
of human rights. All Remembrance
Day activities are free with admission.

HR rep earns spot
on new provincial
council
RRC’s workplace equity and diversity
co-ordinator Suenita Maharaj-Sandhu
has been appointed to serve on the
new Manitoba Advisory Council on
Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism.
The provincial council is a combination of the Manitoba Immigration
Council and the Manitoba Ethnocultural Advisory and Advocacy Council.
The new group is meant to help newcomers to Manitoba achieve success.
Maharaj-Sandhu was recommended
to the council due to the extensive
work she has done with organizations
and individuals pursuing inclusion
and diversity.
Maharaj-Sandhu will serve alongside
members of the Winnipeg Police
Service, the Manitoba Islamic Association, the Immigrant Centre Manitoba
and the Manitoba Institute of Trades
and Technology.
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First-class donation

New equipment provides students with more hands-on training

ERIN
DEBOOY
NEWS EDITOR

A massive donation has landed at RRC.
A British Aerospace Jetstream 31 and
its associated equipment was given to
RRC’s Stevenson Campus by the Swanberg family, founders of Swanberg Air.
The donation is worth $1 million.
For students, the new addition is a
huge deal, said Zachary Darvill, who
graduated from the Aerospace Manufacturing program this past February.
“What we’re doing in school is the exact
same thing they’re doing at the factories, only they’re doing it bigger,” said
Darvill. “It’s an amazing, hands-on program. Not to mention all the teachers
were previously working at the major
companies like Boeing and Bristol.”
This is the first time RRC has received
a donation from the Swanberg family,
said Conor Lloyd, communications
officer with RRC.
“They donated the Jetstream 31, a tug
to help move aircrafts and other equipment and training manuals,” said Lloyd.
“We are very happy and appreciative to
have received it.”
Darvill said he thinks the donation is
a promising sign for the future of the
program.
“If I had to take a guess, I would say it
looks like companies are confident with
the results Stevenson is getting, they’re
wanting Stevenson to start teaching
even more techniques or both,” said
Darvill.
Recent graduate of aircraft maintenance engineering James Gareau said
it’s a good sign to future employers to
know the program has equipment like
this.
“The employer looks for that diploma

A British Aerospace Model Jetstream 31 along with associated equipment, manuals and training aids was donated to Stevenson
Campus by the Swanberg family. The donation is valued at $1 milion. SUPPLIED

and that diploma shows what experience the apprentice has had in whichever applicable college he or she attended. More importantly what kind of
tools that apprentice has been exposed
to and taught with,” said Gareau. “Now
on Stevenson Campus, students will be
taught with an updated aircraft and upto-date maintenance manuals.”
Nathan Gordon, who graduated from
the program in 2012, said the donation
is a wonderful tool that will not only
benefit the program, but the industry
as a whole.
“You can’t beat working on actual
machines that any of us as aviation

enthusiasts would enjoy working on
to just have the experience. Nothing
beats having the actual aircraft you
could end up working on in industry,”
said Gordon. “The aviation industry only
grows from donations like this because
it’s investing in itself.”
The industry is one the Swanberg
family holds dear. Company founder
and father Sylvan Swanberg was in the
transport industry for more than 50
years.
“Our family is very proud to be able to
support the next generation of Aircraft
Maintenance Engineers,” said Ann
Sawyer, daughter of the Swanbergs, in

RRC President Paul Vogt announces the donation of a British Aerospace Model Jetstream 31 at the Stevenson Campus. SUPPLIED

a news release. “Continuous education
and hands-on training is so important
in the aviation industry.”
The Swanberg’s have donated aircrafts
to three other post-secondary institutions in Canada, including Jetstream
31s to both Okanagan College and
Northern Lights College in B.C., and a
601 Challenger to SAIT Polytechnic in
Calgary.
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About
About Stevenson
Stevenson Campus
Aviation
1

Programs at the Stevenson
campus include
include
Campus
• aircraft maintenance
engineer diploma technician
• aircraft maintenance
journeyperson technician
• aerospace manufacturing
• gas turbine engine repair
and overhaul

2

Stevenson Campus
Aviationisis
an active partner in
Manitoba’s Aerospace
Industry – the third
largest aerospace
sector in Canada

3

Future jobs:
• overhauling aircraft
engines
engines
• maintaining aircrafts
• building components
• management positions

• non-destructive testing

Info from Red River College news release,
Stevenson Aviation website page

Info from RRC news release, Stevenson Campus website
INFOGRAPHIC BY VANESSA OGIBOWSKI

Wth the new donation, students in aviation programs will have more opportunities to work on industry standard equipment before they even graduate. SUPPLIED
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Back-to-back
Callie’s Backpacks need donations for December goal
KAITLIN
VITT
CONTRIBUTOR

Collecting 500 gifts in two months
sounds like a task for Santa Claus.
To 12-year-old Callie Costello, it sounds
like a challenge.
Costello is behind Callie’s Backpacks
for Winnipeg’s Homeless, which she
started in 2013. The idea came to her
after watching a documentary about
a boy her age giving care packages to
homeless people. Having been aware
of Winnipeg’s homeless since she was
five years old, the film inspired her to
help.
Using her allowance to buy items at
thrift and dollar stores, Costello started
the project. Her mom, Crystal Costello,
made a Facebook page to get donations.
“It wasn’t going to be this big thing that
has happened,” Crystal said.
After picking up donations, organizing
items, and filling backpacks, Costello
hands the bags out.
“It’s awesome to see the look on people’s faces when they look at what’s in
them,” Costello said. “Smiles. A lot of
smiles.”
Costello plans to fill over 500 care
packages by December to donate over
the Christmas season.
Pulling together this amount of backpacks is not an easy feat and Costello
hopes RRC students can help out.

Callie Costello sorts through donations. The 12-year-old fills backpacks with things like
toothpaste and socks for Winnipeg’s homeless. THE PROJECTOR/Kaitlin Vitt

Callie’s Backpacks for Winnipeg’s Homeless is trying to fill 500 bags by December. THE PROJECTOR/Kaitlin Vitt

Crystal said she wants to get the word
out to students in hopes they may have
gently-used backpacks to donate. She
would also like to set up drop-off bins
at the college to help reach her goal of
500 bags.
The RRC Students’ Association (RRCSA) has done similar fundraisers like a
clothing drive where students dropped
off items they no longer needed.
Because of the success the RRCSA
had with the clothing drive, RRCSA
president Benjamin McDonald said he
thinks a drop-off bin for Callie’s Backpacks could be successful.
“It’s not out of our way, so why not?” he
said.
In the meantime, students can donate
gently used backpacks or toiletries at
one of the drop-off bins throughout the
city.
Perkins Restaurant & Bakery are
Callie’s Backpacks most popular dropoff locations. There are bins set up at
every Perkins in Winnipeg and some
of the restaurants give a 15 per cent
discount to donors.
For now, students at the Exchange
District Campus and Paterson GlobalFoods Institute can drop off donations
at Energy 106’s office at 520 Corydon
Avenue. Students at the Notre Dame
Campus can bring donations to 413
Marjorie Street.
A full list of drop off locations is available on Callie’s Backpacks for Winnipeg’s Homeless Facebook page.
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Contact: editor@theprojector.ca

On the record
A nation rises to the challenge

as 44 per cent.
Although precise data is unavailable,
many pundits have attributed the inDAVID
crease to youth and First Nation voters
KOROMA
who have historically been less eager
to vote.
NEWS COLUMNIST
This year was different. A range of
Election day saw Justin Trudeau’s
factors led to First Nations activists
Liberal Party win a majority governurging aboriginals to vote—most notably
ment. They replaced Stephen Harper’s proposed pipeline projects, missing and
Conservative Party as the leaders in
murdered indigenous women and the
Parliament. The win, however, was not
highly criticized Anti-terrorism Act, Bill
for Trudeau alone.
C-51.
October 19 was a win for Canada’s
While the governing Conservatives
democracy.
stood by their handling of these files,
In ridings across the country, voter turn- the opposition parties opposed certain
out increased anywhere from 10 to 20 pipelines and committed to change
per cent, with a total of 68.5 per cent
or repeal of Bill C-51. All opposition
of voters casting a ballot—the highest
parties agreed that the federal governturnout since 1993.
ment should launch a national inquiry
The lowest turnout in the country was
into the ongoing issue of missing and
55 per cent. Compare that to 2011
murdered indigenous women and girls.
when many ridings had turnout as low
With such a stark contrast, First

Nation communities saw dramatic
increases in turnout. Take Manitoba’s
Churchill-Keewatinook Aski riding,
for example. Seventy-five per cent of
voters are aboriginal and the riding
witnessed a 19 per cent increase,
going from 45 per cent in 2011 to 64
per cent this year.
The election also resulted in a record
number of aboriginal MPs being
elected, 10 in total, making up three
per cent of Parliament. This nearly
mirrors their roughly four per cent of
the general population.
When it comes to the youth vote,
there are signs that the number
of voters under 30-years-old also
increased.
Elections Canada launched “pop-up”
campus polling stations two weeks
before election day. This was a pilot
project to see if it would increase
engagement among students. While it

was limited to certain campuses across
Canada, they had 45,000 students
vote at these polls over three days.
Many pundits point to the historic trend
of governing parties wearing out their
welcome when running for a fourth
mandate. This was the scenario in
1993 when voter turnout hit 71 per
cent.
Hopefully this year’s turnout is not
merely a reactionary blip caused by an
overreaching prime minister, but a sign
of elections to come.

David Koroma has experience working
in government and political communications. He is interested in the role citizens play in creating positive change
on Canadian stage. Follow David on
Twitter @D_A_Koroma.
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COMPILED BY
ESHAN
KANWAR

Concert for Claude
Julie Epp, a local photographer and
graphic designer, is teaming up with
the Living Compassion Project to put
on a benefit concert. The concert will
help bring a young Rwandan boy to
Winnipeg to study.
Epp met Claude Hashakimana in
a Kenya orphanage in 2013. Since
then, Epp has kept in touch with the
aspiring photographer, even adopting
Hashakimana as her own son.
To cover the costs of travel, Epp has
arranged a concert featuring Bold
as Lions, Keith Macpherson, Elessar
Thiessen and Sheena Grobb. The
event is being held at the West End
Cultural Centre on Nov. 16. Tickets
are $15 and proceeds will go to help
the GoFundMe campaign set up by
Epp.

Tasty results
Three RRC grads took the top spots
at last month’s Gold Medal Plates
competition.
Culinary Arts graduates Norm Pastorin, Jesse Friesen and Melissa Makarenko won first, second and third
place, respectively. Pastorin, who
graduated from the program in 2002
and now works at The Cornerstone
Bar and Restaurant, won gold for his
dish — confit salmon with bacon-quinoa-salmon roe, pickled shallots,
tamagoyaki and soy-ginger-anise
glaze.
The competition requires chefs to
prepare and serve their creation in
just 90 minutes. This year’s judges
included RRC’s Jeff Gill, former PegCity Grub blogger Mike Green and last
year’s winner Chef Luc Jean.
Pastorin will move on to represent
Winnipeg at the Canadian Culinary
Championships in Kelowna in February 2016.

Spooky spirits
Halloween weekend got a lot spookier
with the release of The Other Side, a
Canadian-made, paranormal investigation TV series.
The show debuted its second season on Aboriginal Peoples Television
Network (APTN) with a live-stream
investigation from the Senator Hotel
in Saskatoon. In the series, elder Jeff
Richards and his team of paranormal
investigators seek to find the truth
about real life hauntings and some
unsettled spirits of the Canadian
prairies.
The series includes 13 episodes
that will air every Saturday night. The
first half of the season will feature
Manitoban cities and towns such as
Winnipeg, The Pas, Headingley and
Niverville.
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One woman army

Community building the cornerstone of Winnipeg’s newest restaurant

huge.”
That intention will help students from
RACHEL
outside Canada reach their goals,
CARLSON
according to Norlan Page, student inteBEAT REPORTER
gration coordinator at RRC.
“Most of our international students at
The Planit Restaurant and Lounge
Red River College come with the intentakes a strong stand on social inclution of staying in Canada permanently
sion, equality and opportunity. And it’s
after graduation, getting a job in their
not just talk.
profession and contributing to their
“The Planit is all about diversity, culcommunities” Norlan said in an email
ture, community support and local sus- to The Projector.
tainability,” said owner Ashley Meilleur. International students have a difficult
The restaurant features a three-month time finding a job because most emrotation of local art on its walls, a menu ployers prefer hiring people with work
of locally-sourced food and an eclectic
experience in Canada, said Norlan.
mix of local musicians and entertain“Part-time employment offers internaers, said Meilleur. All communities
tional students opportunity to enhance
are also welcomed and supported by
their resumes with Canadian work
anti-discrimination policies.
experience, build networks outside of
“We are 100 per cent gay owned and
the classroom and practice the culturoperated and very proud to be a part
al skills they will need to successfully
of the community. We’re not exclusively integrate into Canadian workplace after
gay, we’re inclusive for all commugraduation.”
nities,” she said. “We have a zero
Meilleur hopes to incorporate her other
discrimination policy in place so that
projects into one entity under The
we don’t tolerate anything from patrons Planit umbrella. She also owns The
or from staff.”
Vinyl Diner and Deliciously Done: A CaPeople who violate this policy will be
tering Company. Outside of the kitchen,
Ashley Meilleur owns The Planit Restaurant and Lounge, The Vinyl Diner, Deliciously
asked to leave, said Meilleur.
Meilleur founded The Lending Hand
Done: A Catering Company and The Lending Hand Winnipeg. Meilleur hopes to build
“If people can’t handle the space, if
Winnipeg, an organization that helps
an empire that stands up for social inclusion and opportunity.
they can’t handle gender-neutral wash- homeless people.
THE PROJECTOR/Rachel Carlson
rooms, if they can’t handle the fact that Meilleur founded The Lending Hand
there’s a gentlemen couple holding
Winnipeg in 2013 to offer homeless
“We have a training program starting
their feet and we’re offering them three
hands over here and there’s a transpeople free clothing year round and
in winter, so we’re slowly starting the
months of culinary training for an entry
gender individual sitting over there then special gifts during the Christmas
process right now,” she said. “We’re
level position in the industry.”
I don’t want them in my space, to be
season. If she integrates the program
taking 10 participants that are living
quite honest.”
under The Planit, Meilleur will be able
on the streets who want to get back on
Official policies that are followed
to offer more than gifts and clothing.
through are a cornerstone of social
change, said RRC’s
diversity initiatives coordinator Bradley West.
“Intention is required
for social justice, equity and inclusion — it
7,660 international students
studied in all education levels in
doesn’t happen by acManitoba during the 2011-2012
cident,” said West in an
academic year
email to The Projector.
“When organizations
have policies and processes in place to help
foster experiences of
498 of those went to
validity, value and celeRRC campuses across the
bration of diversity, it is
province
always a good thing.”
“It’s not just the queer
community, we’re inclusive to all communities,” said Meilleur. “So,
Including non-academic
it’s important to me
spending, international students
that everyone in here
contributed more than $104
are judged as equals.”
million to Manitoba’s economy
To that end, Meilleur
also extends a helping
hand to international
students who arestruggling to make a permanent home in Canada.
The estimated amount of tuition and
“My team is very
academic fees paid by international
diverse culturally,” she
students exceeded $51 million
said. “We hire international students and
it enables them to be
Info from The Report on International Students in Manitoba 2011/12
permanent residents
of Canada and that’s
INFOGRAPHIC BY VANESSA OGIBOWSKI

International
Students in
Manitoba
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Goodies for foodies
Local writer showcases Winnipeg’s vibrant foodie culture with new book
LAUREN
HOLLINS
CONTRIBUTOR

Robin Summerfield’s job is to eat food.
Not just any food, but recipes made by
Winnipeg’s most talented chefs and
restaurateurs.
Summerfield, a Winnipeg writer, has
worked for the CBC, FlavoursWorld
magazine, Ciao!, and pegcitygrub.com.
And now, she is recently the author of a
brand new cookbook called, Winnipeg
Cooks. The 200-page book features
recipes and profiles from more than 30
of Winnipeg’s most talented people in
the food industry.
“Everybody needs to eat,” said Summerfield. “Chefs are artists. It is an art
and a craft. They love food and making
people happy with food.”
Winnipeg Cooks is part of a cookbook
series across Canada with other cities
like Calgary and Toronto being featured.
Winnipeg Cooks showcases the best
places and people to get food from.
The book highlights the city’s evolving
foodie community and showcases why
its culture in Winnipeg is one to be
reckoned with.
“The food culture is gaining more
recognition,” said Summerfield. “In
the past few years there are traits that
Winnipeg is becoming defined by. Our
food culture is climbing the ladder. We
take more pride in food.”
In June 2015, Air Canada’s enRoute
magazine called Winnipeg “Canada’s
most overlooked food destination” and
awarded French-American eatery Enoteca a spot on their list, “Canada’s Best

Local journalist, Robin Summerfield, released her latest book Winnipeg Cooks in October. The book features recipes by Winnipeg’s best chefs and restaurateurs including her own recipes. THE PROJECTOR/Lauren Hollins

New Restaurants 2015.”
The cookbook is different from other
cities’ since shows how Winnipeg’s
foodie community is its own thriving
industry. Many of the recipes include
local ingredients like bison, elk, rice
and mustards.
“There’s an intimacy about it,” said
Summerfield. “Because we’re a smaller
city, chefs and restaurateurs have the
potential to really get to know their
population.”

Some members of the foodie culture
agree with Summerfield.
“It’s a tight-knit community, “ said
Christopher Atkinson, owner of Lilac
Bakery and featured in Summerfield’s
book. “ A lot of business comes from
word-of-mouth.”
The cookbook has recipes ranging from
gourmet tapas like Pizzeria Gusto’s Parmesan custard with pancetta, mushrooms, Brussels sprouts, walnut and
balsamic reduction, to desserts like

Chocolatier Constance Popp’s extreme
chocolate cake.
Summerfield is a chef herself who
cooks from home. Not only is she a
successful write, but she’s responsible
for half of the cookbook’s recipes.
“Chefs are like magicians,” said Summerfield. “I’m the average home cook.
It’s encouraging to know I can do it too.
You can make your own magic.”

Content is the new currency
Higher Netflix price no concern, students say
TRENTON
BURTON
CONTRIBUTOR

Netflix newbies will be forking out more
cash. Some students, however are saying they’re willing to pay the streaming
piper for prime content.
The popular streaming service is
raising its pricing for new customers,
but content seems to outweigh higher
prices.
Karen Blandon, a business administration student at RRC, said the change
doesn’t bother her. Blandon, 19, uses
Netflix and traditional television over
Canadian streaming services shomi
and CraveTV.
“I think Netflix has better content,” said
Blandon.
The streaming television service
operates on a three-tiered pricing
system. The second tier has gone up
from $8.99 a month to $9.99 a month.
This option includes two simultaneous
streams and supports HD streaming.

Tiers one and three will remain at
$7.99 and $11.99 a month, respectively.
Brandyn Bustarde, a 19-year-old business information technology student,
said the price change will affect Canadians more so than Americans.
But this isn’t a patriotic dilemma.
“There’s a difference,” said Bustarde.
“American Netflix has a lot more content.”
Instead of Netflix, Bustarde said he
uses Crunchyroll, an anime-focused
streaming service. Its “Premium”
package costs $6.95 a month.Whether
you’re in to anime, dramas, comedy
or documentaries, Netflix said quality
content is the reason for the price
increase. A Netflix rep told Variety this
past October, “to continue adding more
TV shows and movies including many
Netflix original titles, we are modestly
raising the price for some new members in the U.S., Canada and Latin
America.”
But it doesn’t matter how modest the

raise is for Bustarde.
“If I’m going to get Netflix, I’m going to
get it,” he said.
Not everyone will have to pay more,
though. If you’re already signed up
for Netflix, the pricing change doesn’t
come into effect for 12 more months. If
you’re covered under a different price
guarantee, however, you might want to
check the details as it could be different.
Regardless of content, Netflix is more
expensive than other streaming
services. Thanks to this price change,
Netflix’s $9.99 monthly subscription
costs six dollars more than Bell Media’s
CraveTV at $4. Netflix is also one dollar
more than shomi’s $8.99, owned by
Rogers Communications and Shaw
Communications.
To reach more screens, shomi recently became available to all Canadians
without a cable subscription. CraveTV
announced in July it will follow the trend
and cut ties with cable on Jan. 1, 2016,
according The Globe and Mail.

Most of shomi’s subscription fee goes
to buying content, according to Tyler
Glennon, sales department manager
at Shaw. He said acquiring and distributing content will increase costs in the
long run.
As for a price increase, Glennon said,
“I doubt it in the short term.” Because
content is the main factor when deciding to subscribe, Glennon said raising
the price of shomi will not significantly
affect the number of Shaw customers.
As for the future of television, it seems
streaming services are missing something.
“YouTube is one of the competitors we
don’t talk about, because it doesn’t
have as much professional content,”
said Glennon. “I see YouTube being a
much bigger player.”
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A new voice
Red Rising Magazine launches to overwhelming response

Winnipeg’s new indigenous magazine, Red Rising launched in October 2015. Copies are available online at redrisingmagazine.ca. THE PROJECTOR/Rebecca Dahl

their meals, , the name required a bit
more digestion.
“We tossed around a few titles. We
narrowed it down to either Tribe City
The idea for a new indigenous magaor Red Rising,” she said. “I think what
zine came up when its founders were
worked about the final title was the
chowing down.
word ‘rising.’ The whole idea is to lift a
During an indigenous youth leaders’
new generation with our own voices.”
dinner, Ashley Richard and other
The magazine is a collection of indigmagazine team members brainstormed enous-themed poems, short stories,
the idea of Red Rising Magazine. The
essays and artwork created by young
purpose, she said, was to take control
Winnipeg artists. The first issue of
of their voices.
Red Rising was released in October.
“We got to talking about starting an in- Richards said the team is still wrapping
digenous magazine and got so excited,” their heads around the success.
said Richard. “We hyped each other
“We started by printing 1,000 copies
up about it for the rest of the meal and and they’re all gone,” she said. “It’s
then we put it into action.”
really exciting. I didn’t know it would
Richard, 25, said although the concept become as popular as it did. The rewas developed before they finished
sponse was actually overwhelming.”
REBECCA
DAHL
CONTRIBUTOR

Red Rising accepts submissions from
all young artists, not just those from
First Nations backgrounds.
“You don’t have to be indigenous to
submit, but the work should be indigenous themed,” said Richard.
Tessa Blaikie Whitecloud is a non-indigenous contributor. Her article “FAQ on
being an indigenous ally” appeared in
Red Rising’s first issue.
“It’s really important for non-indigenous
people to engage as allies on issues
facing indigenous communities,” said
Blaikie Whitecloud. “My article talks
about how to do that in a justice-focused way.”
Red Rising is looking for submissions
that cover topics such as language revitalization, current issues and politics.
In addition to creative writing and visual

art, the Red Rising team accepts music
and video submissions.
As of now, the Red Rising team plans
on creating five issues, but Richard
said the long-term plan has not been
finalized.
Issues of Red Rising can be bought
online for the suggested price of $10,
according to their website. If you want
to be published in their next issue,
which comes out in December, submit
your work by Nov. 27.
Editing on the submissions is minimal,
according to Richard.
“We’re trying to encourage indigenous
youth to voice their opinions. We take
submissions and publish them as they
are, no advertisements or anything,”
she said. “We’re giving them a say without interference from the media.”

The status update
Picture perfect?

just spent the last 45 minutes trying to
find the best angle to hide your weak
chin. How your yoga pants are a size
RILEY
too small and are riding up everywhere
CHERVINSKI
they shouldn’t.
ARTS COLUMNIST
What goes on behind-the-scenes of our
Instagrams is what interests Larissa
So you posted a pic of the new yoga
May and the other girls behind a new
pose you finally perfected on your
social awareness campaign called
Instagram page. The cropped square
#halfthestory. The campaign aims to
photo shows your toned legs balance
provide a platform for men and women
easily in the air as the sun rests low in
to share the parts of their identities
the evening sky.
that are not normally revealed through
As the double-taps and heart-eyed
social media. They hope to liberate
emojis start pouring in, it occurs to
people in a society where, according
you that maybe you should’ve shown
to their website, 1.8 billion photos are
the whole story. How your sister was
uploaded daily and the average person
holding your legs up just out of the
spends 1.72 hours per day on social
frame. How you have two midterms and
media.
three papers due this week but you

The campaign works like this: you
download a graphic to your phone that
says, “#halfthestory,” then you get
someone to take a photo of you holding
the graphic on your phone. Next, you
write the other half of your story in
the description and post the photo to
Instagram.
Since launching in October, the campaign has almost 500 Instagram
followers. Contributors include a young
girl who posts a lot of travel photos, but
reveals that it’s far from glamorous —
she’s choosing to travel now before she
takes care of her brother with cerebral
palsy. Another photo is of pop singer
Louisa Wendorff who admits she was
extremely late for a meeting with Apple
Music and Beats by Dre while she

snapped the pic.
It’s hard to tell yet whether the campaign will bring awareness to our Instagram-obsessed society, but it’s worth a
shot. And in case you were wondering,
the other half of my story is that I wrote
this column three days late while lying
in bed wearing food-stained pajamas
and daydreaming about not being so
broke.

Riley Chervinski is a journalism student, soccer player and reader of
cringe-worthy chick-lit. You can usually
find her scrolling through Tumblr, scoping out recipe blogs or laughing at her
own jokes @rileychervinski.
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Sports
Briefs
COMPILED BY
DANIELLE
DOIRON

Time to de-stress
RRC’s Counselling and Accessibility
Services department will host Healthy
Mind, Healthy Life, a series of group
counselling sessions. The closed
group will give students a safe space
to talk about their problems and learn
coping strategies from moderators
and other students.
Together, the group will discuss balancing everyday life and college, coping with stress and anxiety, mind-body
relationships, dealing with emotions,
social and communication skills, relationship issues and adaptive tools and
techniques.
The group will meet every Tuesday
from Oct. 27 to Dec. 1 between 4
and 5 p.m. in W411 at the Exchange
District Campus. Sessions are free
and any RRC students are welcome.
To register, pick up and complete a
registration form in P210.

Dropping the gloves
against cancer
On Saturday, Nov. 7, the Jets will host
Hockey Fights Cancer Night when they
take on the Philadelphia Flyers. The
night is part of Hockey Fights Cancer,
a month-long NHL and NHLPA initiative to increase cancer awareness.
Through auctions and special merchandise sales, Hockey Fights Cancer
raises money for cancer research,
children’s hospitals, player charities
and cancer organizations.. Tickets
are still available for the 6 p.m. game.
Fans can enter a jersey raffle or buy
special mystery pucks and mini sticks
with proceeds benefiting CancerCare
Manitoba’s pediatric clinical trials.

Prickly cheeks for
weeks
Put away the razor. It’s November.
As of Nov. 1, people around the world
are growing moustaches to start
conversations about men’s health
issues. The moustaches are part of
Movember, an annual event held by
the Movember Foundation.
At the start of every November, the
Foundation encourages men to shave
their faces clean and then grow a
moustache for thirty days. They ask
participating “Mo Bros” to use their
moustaches as “facial billboards” to
help start conversations about men’s
health issues.
The Foundation collects donations
during Movember and asks “Mo Sistas” to help with fundraising efforts.
Since 2003, the Movember Foundation has raised $677 million to help
fight prostate cancer, testicular cancer,
poor mental health and physical
inactivity.
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Keep on moving
Athletes with arthritis stay active with low-impact sports
SHAYLYN
MCMAHON
CONTRIBUTOR

Last month, Monique Van Osch was
bed-stricken from pain in her joints. Today, she practices yoga at Provencher
Park.
Van Osch was diagnosed with psoriatic arthritis when she was 12-yearsold. Although almost 60 per cent of
Canadians with arthritis are inactive or
less active because of joint pain and
swelling according to The Arthritis Society, Van Osch hasn’t let arthritis slow
her down.
Instead, she turned to low-impact
sports like yoga, which are easier on
her joints.
“Yoga has made such a world of
difference in my life,” Van Osch said. “I
noticed a lot of positive changes in my
body almost right away.”
She’s now a yoga instructor and practices every day, but it took her a long
time to discover a good alternative to
her original sport of choice. Van Osch
had to quit figure skating years ago
because of pain and swelling in her
ankle.
“We had to force my foot into my
skates and I was crying in the changing room,” she said, recalling her last
season of figure skating.
Melissa Williams can relate. In one
day, the 23-year-old went from playing
basketball 10 times a week to none
at all after she was diagnosed with
rheumatoid arthritis at age 15.
“It was tough seeing everyone else
play and not being able to,” Williams
said. “Arthritis isn’t a normal injury
where you take time off to heal and
then you come back. It’s a forever
thing.”
After her diagnosis, Williams stayed
in the game by keeping statistics and
coaching her sister’s team. Although
she doesn’t coach anymore, she said
she stays active through low-impact
activities like cycling and swimming.

After her arthritis kept her bedridden two weeks ago, Monique Van Osch can now
practice yoga again at Provencher Park. THE PROJECTOR/Shaylyn McMahon

“

Both Williams and Van Osch said they
didn’t know much about
alternative sports when
they were first diagnosed
and were frustrated by their
circumstances.
“I felt like figure skating was
one thing that I was really
good at, and that gave me
a lot of motivation and
self-confidence,” Van Osch
said. “It was tough for me. I
felt sad about quitting.”
But over ten years later,
Van Osch volunteers for The
Arthritis Society and has
re-discovered her self-confidence through yoga and
low-impact sports.

ARTHRITIS ISN’T A
NORMAL INJURY
WHERE YOU TAKE TIME
OFF TO HEAL AND THEN
YOU COME BACK. IT’S
A FOREVER THING

”

— MELISSA WILLIAMS,
athlete with arthritis

Monique Van Osch practices yoga, an alternative to high-impact sports, at Provencher Park on Oct. 19, 2015. THE PROJECTOR/
Shaylyn McMahon
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Hitting it out of the park
Blue Jays put baseball on the Canadian map
MARIKA
LACZKO
CONTRIBUTOR

More than ever, Canadians are talking
about baseball.
When the Toronto Blue Jays, the only
Canadian MLB team, made it to the
playoffs for the first time since 1993,
the country quickly rallied around them.
Canadians watched the games live,
on TV and took to Twitter with #ComeTogether to show their support for the
national home team.
The Kansas City Royals eliminated the
Jays from the playoffs in Game 6 of the
American League Championship Series
on Oct. 23, but the Jays’ impact may
extend long past their postseason run.
Steve Schuster, radio broadcaster and
account executive for the Winnipeg
Goldeyes, said the increased national
interest in baseball might help improve
attendance at Shaw Park.
“The Blue Jays’ success will definitely
help get more attention to us in Winnipeg,” he said. “The more kids get to
see a professional baseball team, the
more they’ll want to see the Goldeyes
and want to play. It will definitely have
a positive impact on the Goldeyes and
the city in general.”
The Goldeyes finished second in the
American Association’s attendance
rankings with 258,922 total fans over
the 2015 season. The front office
at Shaw Park was impressed by the
turnout and projects an even higher
number next year.
“It’s great! We are doing better than minor teams in the states,” Schuster said.
Many Canadians may still see baseball
as secondary to hockey, but the national sports culture is changing, especially
at younger levels. Youth baseball seasons used to last for just three months.
Now leagues across the country offer

Youth leagues across Canada are now offering fall seasons to meet the growing nation-wide inerest in baseball. THE PROEJECTOR/Marika Laczko

fall seasons and some kids play for up
to five months through indoor training
and winter programs.
Baseball is also becoming more

popular at the university level. It led
Regina native Geoff Macdonald to a
post-secondary sports scholarship,
a coaching opportunity with Arizona

“ ”

BASEBALL WILL TEACH YOU LIFE
LESSONS EVEN AFTER 20 YEARS
OF BEING AROUND THE GAME.
IT’S AN AMAZING THING
— GEOFF MACDONALD,
college baseball player

Christian University and the chance to
play in California, Missouri and Arizona.
As a Blue Jays fan, Macdonald said
he’s proud to be Canadian, and he
loves to see excitement and support for
baseball and the team.
“The Blue Jays season and playoff run
has been amazing thus far. Canadians
are prideful and supportive people,” he
said.
The 23-year-old said he believes baseball is not only a great sport but also a
great teacher.
“Baseball is a game of failure. Life is
about failure,” he said. “Baseball will
teach you life lessons even after 20
years of being around the game. It’s an
amazing thing.”

Hassles and beaks
Down, set, Rum Hut

my seats were in the King Club. I don’t
drink much, and it normally isn’t hard
for me to refuse a beer. But with the
JORDAN
signage and lack of lineups in the King
HASLBECK
Club, it’s hard not to want one.
SPORTS COLUMNIST
I chose not to drink because I had
Beer and hockey go together like hock- some homework I wanted to work on
ey and beer. Whether it’s the Budweis- later. Plus I have next to no money (the
tickets were a gift from my dad).
er King Club, the long lines at concessions or those little beer carts that look But it isn’t just arenas where you’ll feel
the pressure to have a beverage. Beer
like they wheel onto the concourse 20
companies inundate us with commerminutes before they open the doors,
beer is everywhere. And with $10 Buds, cials that seem to suggest beer is as
much a part of the game as wearing
it’s no wonder why beer sales amount
your favorite team’s jersey.
to millions of dollars every year.
Don’t get me wrong. I love beer comA couple weeks ago, I went to a Winmercials, but I love the ads themselves
nipeg Jets game against the St. Louis
more than the beer they represent:
Blues. It was a Sunday matinee, and
beautiful shots of a mountain-top rink,

a giant ice sculpture of Gordie Howe or
whatever the hell Bud Light Living is.
Beer is just as prominent in football.
This year, the beer snake came back
to Investors Group Field. Previously
banned for safety reasons, the beer
snake slithered its way back into the
rowdy section right behind the north
end zone, perhaps in an attempt to fill
some seats and boost beer sales.
It seemed to work early on, but as the
season progressed and attendance
dwindled, the beer snake went into
early hibernation. I find that curious,
though. You’d think with the poor
performance the Blue and Gold put on
this year, fans would have been more
inclined to drink.
But when it comes to alcohol and

sports, it’s best to keep it low key for
your health, the fans around you and
your wallet. If you can’t enjoy a hockey
or football game without a beer, you
might want to watch something else.
And no throwing beer onto the field or
ice. Ever.

Jordan Haslbeck is a reporter for Bison
Sports and a mediocre beer-league
hockey defenseman. He co-hosts Not
Even the Press Box, a weekly radio
show about the Winnipeg Jets at radio.
rrc.ca.
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CPR course turns RRC staff into lifesavers
CONNOR
WIELGOSZ
CONTRIBUTOR

When Kyle Geske’s one-year-old daughter was choking, his CPR training saved
her.
“It wasn’t anything too traumatic,” he
said, “but it was the confidence, knowing how to do it correctly that helped.
And not freezing up in the moment and
panicking.”
The accounting and computer education instructor received CPR training in
May through St. John Ambulance. The
training was part of one of three free
Emergency First Aid with CPR courses
RRC offers its staff members every
year.
“I thought it would be something that
would be good to have,” he said. “I’m
also a dad. I have two little girls, a fouryear-old and a one-year-old.”
Over 30 RRC faculty members have
CPR training and their responsibilities
extend beyond chest compressions.
“The big thing is knowing when to take
control of the situation,” said Jody
Gillis, another instructor who took the
course at the same time as Geske.
“Usually there’s more than one responsibility to be done, so you have to
delegate.”
Alongside faculty members who have
taken the course, all RRC security staff
have first aid training.

“They’re trying to build an army of first
aiders at the college,” Gillis said.
But even though CPR saves lives,
Geske said it’s more violent than it’s
portrayed on television.
“In real life, you break ribs. It’s veryforceful,” he said.
The solution may be Automatic External
Defibrillators (AEDs). When combined
with CPR, the two can increase survival
rate by up to 75 per cent, and Gillis
said AEDs are easy to use.
“They actually speak the instructions,”
she said. “They talk to you, they tell you
exactly what to do.”
There are 14 AEDs throughout RRC
and Gillis said anyone can use them.
But that doesn’t mean CPR isn’t necessary. CPR and AEDs should be used
in conjunction, which is part of why the
course is offered to staff.
“I feel like it’s almost a duty of employees, of citizens as a whole,” Gillis said.
“Especially when it’s offered for free at
the school.”
And for those without training, Geske
points out the St. John Ambulance first
aid app.
“Everyone should put this app on their
phone, even if they don’t have the
training,” he said. “It walks you through
it all.”

To the point
Automated External Defibrillator (AED)
When someone goes into cardiac arrest, you can use an
AED while you wait for paramedics.
Where to find AEDs on campus
Notre Dame Campus (6)
• Building A – First Floor, East Entrance on North Side,
near A137
• Building J – First Floor Hallway, Across J105
• Building G – in North Gym at Mall Entrance
• Building Z – Z110
• Outside Health Centre – HM08
• Building C – C115 – Security (not approved for public
use)
Roblin Centre (2)
• Health Centre – P105
• P4 Hallway near elevator & P411 Entrance
Paterson GlobalFoods Institute (3)
• First Floor at Security Desk
• Third Floor outside of the Health Centre
• Seventh Floor elevator lobby
Stevenson Campus – Winnipeg (2)
• First Floor, Shop Area
• Second Floor
Stevenson Campus – Southport (1)
• Hangar – Tool Room
Information from blogs.rrc.ca

Kyle Geske stands by an AED at Red River College on Oct. 20. He said the CPR training he received through RRC once helped save his daughter’s life.
THE PROJECTOR/Connor Wielgosz
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St. John Ambulance
First Aid

Words,
Crossed.

2
3

2

3

4

5

6

11

12

By Shane Gibson (@tsgibson) 13

14

The App’s Overview

1

1

Free app available on the
App Store for iPhone and on
Google Play for Android

Provides first aid advice and
instructions for dealing with
emergency situations like
allergic reactions, burns, head
injuries, seizures and choking
Gives step-by-step illustrated
instructions for adult CPR.

November is
Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR)
Awareness Month
Info from https://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/st-john-ambulance-first-aid/id347574230?mt=8

Across
1. Fender axe, briefly
6. “What’s Love ___
Do With It”
(Turner hit)
11. Scent
12. Water on the
stove, sometimes
13. Achieve a
middling grade
14. Fridge fuzz, in
England
15. Scaredy-cat
17. French fries
sprinkle?
18. Steak order
22. “Grab me a cold
one!”
27. Bar bottle
29. Movie
appearances
30. Picnic wrecker
31. Meadow
33. Middle age crisis
purchase, maybe
41. Foreigner
42. Hilo hello
43. County north of
Limerick
44. Plum relatives
45. Superman’s birth
name
46. Brit’s boob tube
Down
1. Turkey stuffings,
sometimes
2. Shade provider
3. Mideast weight

15

15

7

8

9

10

23

24

25

26

38

39

40

16
17

18

19

20

21

27

22
28

29

30
31

33

34

35

32

36

37

41

42

43

44

45

46
2-13

4. McCaskill of hoops
5. Mexican snacks
6. Kenny Roger muse
7. Band member
8. French town
9. Place to bring
purchases
10. Song of yesteryear
16. Online sort
18. Letters on
Winnipeg’s
convention centre
19. Just like
20. Bar option
21. Shoe size
23. Corn unit
24. TV pioneer
25. Half a cocktail made
with 20 Down
26. Long time
28. Mustard, for one
32. Sailor’s “Stop!”

33. Get ready for a
game of pool
34. Jazz’s Fitzgerald
35. Use a phone
36. Part of a parrot’s
beak
37. She, in France
38. Stooge
39. Showtime’s
“___ Word”
40. Not hard
L E V I
S V E N
D E E T
H
T O L E
A T A B
R E L A
O P A L
L
L E A P
A G R A
C A R R
S N A K

A
E
R
A I
R A
A L
Y
H
O I
F R
P E
I E
E S

S
T
E
R
N
M
I
S
O

P
A
I
N
T
B
A
L
L
G
U
N
S

E
L
L
E

L
I
L
T

L
A
Y
S

A
B
A
A

B
E
R
N

S
L
Y
E

G L Y
E E D
T D S

PREVIOUS ANSWERS

INFOGRAPHIC BY VANESSA OGIBOWSKI

Getting ahead with Hedley
Rise and shine

that?
To start off, there’s this magical thing
called a chronotype, which is deterRAEGAN
mined by your internal clock. It indiHEDLEY
cates when a person prefers to sleep
LIFESTYLE COLUMNIST
in a 24-hour period. Generally, we fall
somewhere on a spectrum between
I’m going to go out on a limb and say
larks (extreme morning-types) and
most of you hate morning people.
owls (extreme evening-types). In 1970,
I remember sitting in class at 8:30
Swedish researchers confirmed these
a.m. in my first year of university and
scowling at every woman who walked in types exist, and they’ve stood the test
of time.
looking calm, put together and awake.
A 2012 study by the University of ToronI was as bitter as a cold cup of black
to looked at people’s chronotypes and
coffee. Then I came to college and
moods and found larks reported more
learned what it actually means to get
up early every single day or risk serious overall positive emotions than owls.
While young people are rarely larks,
penalties.
Society tells us morning people are the the findings were consistent across
both younger (ages 17 to 38) and older
people you want to have on your team
(ages 59 to 79) demographics.
(if you can handle them), but why is

On the other hand, owls get more tail
and test slightly better than larks. A
2012 study found young men who are
night owls have more sexual partners,
and a 1999 study found self-proclaimed owls tested slightly better on a
few different intelligence measures. Being an owl is usually seen as negative,
but it’s typically because of the party
lifestyle associated with staying up late.
I think we hate morning people because it’s hard to be a lark before
reaching retirement age. This chronotype is rare in young people, making
these folks a sought-after bunch. We
might hate morning people, but they’re
put together and they get stuff done
before noon — and both are valuable
traits for employers.
Over time, I’ve changed my chronotype

slightly to survive Creative Communications. I’m proud to say I’m now mostly
functional between 7 and 11 a.m.
If you’re also a self-identified lark,
flaunt it. Being positive at 8 a.m. is really hard, but it’s valuable. The person
who hires you one day might be a night
owl and still appreciate that about you.
So don’t be shy, chirp away.

Raegan Hedley is a sassy millennial
who aspires to someday become a
kick-ass business professional. In the
meantime, she writes on her blog at
raegjules.com and tweets way too
much @raegjules.
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The Winnipeg Blue Bombers warm up for their Oct. 24 game against the Ottawa

Derek Campbell (left) and Larry Solomon look right at home in their pink bathrobes at

Redblacks during CFL Pink Week, part of a national campaign to raise awareness of

Investors Group Field during CFL Pink Week. THE PROJECTOR/Laura Hayward

women’s cancers. THE PROJECTOR/Laura Hayward

See full gallery of photos from the CFL Pink Week online at theprojector.ca.

